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ABSTRACT
�e energy landscape underscores the inherent nature of proteins
as dynamic systems interconverting between structures with vary-
ing energies. �e protein energy landscape contains much of the
information needed to characterize protein equilibrium dynamics
and relate it to function. It is now possible to reconstruct energy
landscapes of medium-size proteins with su�cient prior structure
data. �ese developments turn the focus to tools for analysis and
comparison of energy landscapes as a means of formulating hy-
potheses on the impact of sequence mutations on (dys)function
via altered landscape features. We present such a method here
and provide a detailed evaluation of its capabilities on an enzyme
central to human biology. �e work presented here opens up an
interesting avenue into automated analysis and summarization of
landscapes that yields itself to machine learning approaches at the
energy landscape level.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Proteins switch between di�erent shapes/structures to interact
with di�erent molecular partners [15]. �ese motions, if visualized,
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correspond to hops in a high-dimensional energy landscape that
organizes structures by their potential energies. An energy land-
scape can reveal basins and barriers, with basins corresponding to
thermodynamically-stable and semi-stable structural states, and bar-
riers corresponding to higher-energy regions that slow down basin-
to-basin di�usions and regulate the structural rearrangements that
allow a protein to interact with di�erent molecules [6].

Obtaining detailed representations of biomolecular energy land-
scapes is central to elucidating the structural dynamics that regu-
lates the function or dysfunction of a biomolecule [15]. Some of
the most complex human disorders, including cancer, are driven by
DNA mutations that percolate to protein dysfunction [18]. While it
is known that mutations percolate to dysfunction by changing the
energy landscape and in turn the structural dynamics of a protein,
quantifying changes to the landscape and dynamics of a protein in
response to a mutation remains elusive [11]. Due to the disparate
spatio-temporal scales involved, currently, neither wet- nor dry-
laboratory techniques can fully reconstruct energy landscapes [21].

Recent algorithmic e�orts circumvent the issue of disparate
spatio-temporal scales by exploiting information available in re-
solved structures of healthy and diseased forms (pathogenic vari-
ants) of a protein [4]. Several stochastic optimization algorithms
have been proposed and shown to reconstruct energy landscapes
of various medium-size proteins with reasonable computational
budgets (no more than a few CPU days) [3, 5, 12, 13, 22].

�ese algorithms, whether employing concepts from evolution-
ary search strategies (thus operating under the umbrella of evo-
lutionary computation) or concepts adapted from robot motion
planning (thus o�en referred to as robotics-inspired algorithms),
e�ectively sample new structures (ranging anywhere from 50K to
1M structures depending on the energy function employed) of a
protein sequence under consideration in a carefully-selected, low-
dimensional variable space; the la�er is extracted via Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) of known structures. Some of these
(robotics-inspired) algorithms integrate the latest AMBER energy
functions, yielding detailed, sample-based representations of AM-
BER energy landscapes (containing thousands of new structures)
that allow understanding the role of stable and semi-stable states
and transitions between them in (dys)function [12, 13].

As a result of these recent algorithmic developments, it is now
possible to reconstruct detailed energy landscapes of medium-size
proteins with su�cient prior structure data. �ese developments
allow us to turn our focus from computing to mining protein energy
landscapes. Speci�cally, given the ability to compute landscapes
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of variants of a protein e�ectively on demand and to do this in a
comprehensive fashion, for the WT and many pathogenic variants,
the goal is to develop computational tools for analysis and com-
parison of energy landscapes. �e la�er is necessary to quantify
and summarize energy landscape features altered by mutations and
then formulate thermodynamics-based hypotheses on the impact
of sequence mutations on (dys)function.

In this paper, we present such a landscape analysis method. �e
method analyzes computed samples (representing structures of a
protein sequence) and automatically identi�es basins and ridges in
the landscape comprised by the samples. Visualization of detected
basins and ridges allows qualitatively comparing landscapes of
healthy and pathogenic variants of a protein. More importantly, the
method exposes the deepest point in a basin, which, alongside with
saddle points allow us to de�ne quantitative landscape descriptors.
�e la�er, as we demonstrate here, open the way for landscape
mining techniques to summarize landscapes, compare them, and
even relate landscape features to wet-laboratory measurements of
biological mechanisms impacted by mutations.

In Section 1.1, we provide a be�er context for the landscape
analysis method proposed here via a background and summary of
related work. �e method is described in detail in Section 2, and
evaluated on variants of H-Ras, a cell-growth regulating enzyme
central to human biology and health. Our evaluation in Section 3
draws several mechanisms of interest by which oncogenic and non-
oncogenic mutations alter features of the energy landscape and
in turn impact the wildtype structural dynamics. An interesting
avenue is also related on how automated landscape analysis opens
the way for machine learning approaches to operate over energy
landscapes. �e paper concludes in Section 4 with a summary and
description of future directions of work.

1.1 Related Work
Let e (x ) be an energy function de�ned on the domain D ⊆ Rd

(d ≥ 1). Denote emin = minx ∈D e (x ) and emax = maxx ∈D e (x ).
For c ∈ [emin, emax], let the lower-level set L(c ) = {x ∈ D : e (x ) ≤
c}. L(c ) may contain components with separate boundaries. �e
concept of a basin, though not explicitly de�ned in current literature,
can be related to each component, but basins may have hierarchical
structure (a smaller basin can be a subset of a larger basin). �is
structure ought to be revealed by a landscape analysis method but
only emerges when iteratively decreasing the energy level c . As
energy decreases, a basin shkrinks until it disappears or gets split
into more components with separate boundaries; i.e., more basins.
�e method we propose detects these scenarios.

Other concepts relate to barriers or ridges, which are collections
of local maxima on paths between basins; saddles are critical points
on these paths. Statistical analyses of ridges exist in literature [16,
19]. �e identi�cation of basins is strongly connected to ridges, but
here we focus on basins, leaving ridge detection to future research.

Problems related to landscape analysis arise in other disciplines.
�e vast amount of cosmological data exhibits complex network-
like spatial structures, consisting of clusters, �laments, walls, and
voids. Persistent diagrams are employed to extract topological sum-
marization of cosmological data [23]. Here, however, the focus is

on geometric features of spatial data (in particular, basins). A re-
lated method, proposed in [1], analyzes a nearest-neighbor graph of
structures, seeking critical points in the graph in a discrete manner.
Basins are represented by local minima. In contrast, our approach
analyzes the smoothed energy landscape. �erefore, the method
we propose is robust against both the ruggedness of the energy
landscape and the non-uniform sampling density that is o�en ex-
pected from stochastic optimization methods. Additionally, the
basins identi�ed by our method are sub-regions of the landscape
and have clear boundaries that facilitate visualization.

2 METHODS
�e SoPriM algorithm [12] and its faster version, SoPriMp [10],
leverage known structures to obtain an ensemble of structures
that provide a discrete, sample-based representation of the energy
landscape of a protein sequence of interest. �e algorithms feasibly
provide detailed representations of landscapes of many medium-
size proteins [13]. Both algorithms do not directly operate in the
structure space of a protein, so as to circumvent the dimensionality
issue, but instead compute samples that represent structures in a
low-dimensional variable space (of principal components – PCs).
Fast transformations between the variable space and the all-atom
structure space allow the algorithms to obtain low-energy all-atom
structures. We refer the reader to work in [10] for more details. Here
we employ SoPriMp (due to its higher exploration capability [10])
to provide the proposed landscape analysis method with samples
(points in the variable space) corresponding to computed all-atom
structures with associated Amber �14SB energies.

�e proposed method explicitly reconstructs the landscape by
�nding basins and saddles. Here we limit the application to au-
tomated analysis of 3D samples, using as observations the PC1,
PC2 coordinates of the SoPriMp-computed samples and the Amber
�14SB energy values of the structures corresponding to the samples.
In principle, all the variables employed by SoPriMp can be used (all
selected principal components, which typically range from 10 to
25), but the number of variables determines the dimensionality of
the space; increasing dimensionality adds to the computational cost
associated with the analysis. It is worth noting that cases where
SoPriMp can be employed to obtain sample-based representations
of energy landscapes, the top two PCs capture more than 50% of
the structural variance, and the top three capture well above 70% of
the variance. In this paper, we demonstrate that a coarse and fast
analysis can still be very valuable to extract features of a landscape.
�e emphasis on reasonable computational costs is due to our ob-
jective to apply this algorithm in a comparative analysis se�ing,
where we screen dozens or more variants of a protein in search of
energetic features that help us summarize, categorize, and elucidate
the impact of mutations on dysfunction.

Finding Basins and Saddles
We refer to the method as Basin Finder, though the method �nds
basins and saddles separating basins. �e method �rst �nds the
α-convex hull [17, 20] of the PC1-PC2 sample locations and then
de�nes a 2D grid over the samples in the hull; the distance between
adjacent grid points is a parameter δ1. �e collection of the resulting
grid points is denoted as Smax. �e energy of each grid point is
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estimated via the Nadaraya-Watson (NW) kernel regression [14]. At
each grid point x , the energy estimate is the weighted average of the
observed sample energies in a small neighborhood (bandwidth h)
around x . We note that kernel regression is a smoothing technique
that is central in spatial data analysis (the amount of smoothing
is controlled by h). In particular, energy landscapes reconstructed
with all-atom energy functions, such as Amber �14SB here, are
overly rugged [11]. Kernel regression is a mechanism to reduce the
ruggedness and also address non-uniform density of samples.

Let the minimum and maximum (estimated) energy on Smax be
cmax and cmin, respectively. �e method then iteratively decreases
the energy level c , starting from cmax by a small step δ2, detecting
when basins split, and storing detected basins and basin-separating
saddle points in a list Ω for further visualization and quantitative
analysis. A recursive implementation of the proposed Basin Finder
method is shown in pseudocode in Algo 1. �e initial arguments
are Smax, cmax, and the list Ω, which is initially empty.

On any given collection S of grid points, the method calculates
the (possibly more than 1) k boundaries of S using the α-convex hull
(lines 3-4). If S is one component, the method proceeds to identify
possible hierarchical structure emerging at lower-energy levels,
decreasing c by δ2 (line 6) and updating the grid locations that
meet the energetic threshold (line 7) before calling itself recursively
(lines 12-13). If instead S contains k > 1 components with separate
boundaries, a basin spli�ing event has been detected (lines 8-9).
�e newly identi�ed basins S1 . . . Sk (line 8) are added to the list
Ω (line 11). Possible saddle points emerging at the boundaries
of neighboring basins are also identi�ed (line 10) and added to
the list Ω. �e minimum distance between vertices on polygonal
boundaries of di�erent basins Si , Sj is computed, and if this distance
is not above a threshold d th (Si , Sj are deemed neighboring), the
middle point of the minimum-length line is estimated to be the
saddle point saddleij. �e method terminates when no more grid
locations are le� (lines 1-2).

Algo. 1 Basin Finder(S, c,Ω)

1: if S = ∅ then
2: return
3: ∂S ← bd (S ) //boundary of S using the α-convex hull
4: k ← nb (∂S ) //number of separated boundaries in ∂S

//no basin spli�ing detected
5: if k = 1 then
6: c ← c − δ2 //lower energy
7: Sk ← subset of S with energy ≤ c //update lower-level set

//basin spli�ing detected
8: else
9: {S1, . . . , Sk } //subsets of S with separate boundaries

//are new basins
10: saddlei, j ← saddle point between neighboring basins Si , Sj
11: Ω ← Ω ∪ {S1 . . . Sk } ∪ {saddleij}

12: for 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
13: Basin Finder(Si , c , Ω) //seek further hierarchical structure

For clarity, the pseudocode in Algo 1 does not show some modi-
�cations we make to lower computational costs. Since the basins

in which we are most interested are in the low-energy regions of
the landscape, the dense boundaries in the high-energy regions
can be both distracting and consuming of computational time. So,
the method is adjusted via a cuto� point c0. If c ≤ cmin + c0, the
method is run without any adjustment. If c > cmin + c0, we make
use of a threshold n0, such that, if the number of grid points within
any basin Si is less than n0, we do not dig further into Si for any
hierarchical structure in it.

�e value of δ2 also has an impact on computational costs. We
balance between keeping computational costs reasonable and cap-
turing the exact moment when a basin splits. Instead of always
lowering the energy level by δ2 (line 6), we �rst perform a jump
test by decreasing the energy by mδ2 for some moderately largem.
If the resulting lower level set at the level c −mδ2 splits into smaller
basins, it means we have missed the important moment of spli�ing;
so, we revert back to c − δ2. Otherwise, we conclude that no inter-
esting events occur between the current energy level c and c −mδ2.
We then directly move down to the level c −mδ2 and continue with
the jump test until the test fails. Again, jumps are only applied
for c > cmin + c0, because the computational costs decrease with
c ≤ cmin + c0 (in general, computation time correlates negatively
with c). It is still possible that some very small and shallow basins
can quickly appear and then disappear in a jump between c and
c −mδ2. In this sense, the parameter m has a similar e�ect as n0 in
terms of ignoring small basins. �is approach recognizes that it is
best to apportion computational costs and thus keep all the details
in the region with energy level c ≤ cmin + c0.

Implementation Details
Basin Finder is implemented in R and uses δ1 = 0.1, δ2 = 0.3,
m = 50, c0 = 200, n0 = 100, α = 0.15 (parameter for α-convex hull),
and d th = 20 · α . Di�erent values of h are analyzed (see Section 3).
Gaussian kernel is used in the NW regression. On each of the test
cases related in Section 3, the method takes anywhere from 12-24
CPU hours to complete on ARGO, a research computing cluster
provided by the O�ce of Research Computing at George Mason
University. Compute nodes used for testing are Intel Xeon E5-2670
CPU with 2.6GHz base processing speed and 3.5TB of RAM.

3 RESULTS
First we relate 2D landscapes obtained via the method described in
Section 2. We do so for the H-Ras WT and several diseased variants
and draw larger observations into what mechanisms the di�erent
mutations employ to alter the energy landscape with implications
for dysfunction. Second, we extract quantitative descriptors of
basins and basin-separating saddles detected automatically by the
method proposed in Section 2 and showcase how such descriptors
can be correlated to wet-laboratory measurements that allow us
to relate speci�c characteristics of mutation-altered landscapes to
biological mechanisms in which H-Ras participates.

3.1 Visualization and�alitative Comparison
of 2D Landscapes

All the landscapes reconstructed by our method on variants of
H-Ras add speci�c energetic features to the schematic shown in
Fig. 1. Fig. 1 summarizes the presence of two large basins, one
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corresponding to the GTP-activated state (also known as On), and
the other to the GDP-activated state (also known as O�). A saddle
point in the schematic denotes the presence of a barrier separating
the two basins. �e GTP-activated basin is larger, and contains
many structures reported by di�erent wet laboratories, such as
those with PDB ids 1QRA, 1CTQ, 3L8Y, 2RGD, 3K8Y, and more. �e
la�er three structures represent allosteric states of H-Ras, denoted
as Reactive (R) and Tardy (T). Interconversion between the R- and
T-states is reported in [8] and suggested to be more important than
the On to O� interconversion for dysfunction in oncogenic vari-
ants. Visual comparison of landscapes reconstructed (with contour
lines denoting detected basins) shows that changes from mutations
impact the size of basins, the appearance or disappearance of basins
within basins, elevation of existing barriers, and/or separation/split
of basins.

Figure 1: Known and putative Ras state interconversions.

Reconstructed landscapes of representative variants are shown in
Fig. 2. We �rst draw a�ention to the impact of the bandwidth value
by showing the landscape of H-Ras WT at two di�erent such values
(top panel of Fig. 2). Lower bandwidth values provide more detail,
detecting narrow basins, as well as basins within basins. Higher
bandwidth values may miss some of these details; for instance, the
GTP-activated structures of H-Ras, under PDB ids 1QRA and 1CTQ
occupy their own narrow basin (within the larger On basin), which
is smoothed away at the higher bandwidth value (see top panel of
Fig. 2). �e hydrolyzed T-state (represented by the structure with
PDB id 3L8Y) is within the larger, GTP-activated basin but appears
to be just outside the basin at the higher bandwidth value (due to
basin narrowing by the kernel regression). �e R- and T-states (PDB
ids 3K8Z, 2RGD, 3L8Y) reside within one basin, validating work
in [8] that reports interconversions of these structures. In contrast,
the interconversion of the R- and T-states into the GTP-activated
forms needs external energy, as correctly reproduced in our work
in the form of an energy barrier. However, the hydrolyzed T-state
appears to be just outside the basin at the higher bandwidth value
(due to basin narrowing by the kernel regression). We have deter-
mined that bandwidth values ≥ 0.8 remove too many important
energetic features, whereas the high level of detail obtained when
using values ≤ 0.5 makes visualization di�cult. For this reason,
all 2D landscapes shown and visually compared in the rest of the
analysis are those obtained with a bandwidth value of 0.7.

In Fig. 2 we also show landscapes of select oncogenic (middle
panel) and non-oncogenic but syndrome-causing (bo�om panel)
variants. Comparison of landscapes (using the WT landscape as

baseline) allows making the following observations (also holding for
other variants not shown here). In oncogenic variants, the barrier
between the On and O� basins typically rises (Q61L illustrates this
mechanism). �e O� basin shrinks or disappears (see Q61L and
F28L). �e On basin splits, separating the R- and T-states (see Q61L).
We note that the rigidi�cation of H-Ras (due to barrier elevation or
shrinkage or disappearance of the O� basin) is validated by prior
work [3]. A novel feature that prior work does not capture is the
separation of the R- and T-states (due to basin spli�ing) in oncogenic
variants. �is, together with wet-laboratory work suggesting that
the R-to-T interconversion in H-Ras is central to function suggests
an interesting mechanism via which oncogenic mutations percolate
to dysfunction, by essentially disrupting the allosteric switch. On
syndrome-causing variants, changes over the WT are less drastic
(see bo�om panel of Fig. 2) but degeneracy emerges. �e O� basin
leaks into other regions (K5N and Q22R are illustrative examples),
or both the O� and On basins degenerate, even merging with one
another and spilling over much of the landscape (see Q22R). �e
degeneracy suggests an interesting mechanism for dysfunction via
delay of the On-to-O� di�usion (by, for instance, internal di�usions
within the larger, degenerate O� basin).

3.2 Landscape Mining
We now compare landscape descriptors with biochemical parame-
ters of several catalytic activities of Ras measured in the wet labo-
ratory and reported in [2, 7]. �ese include GTP activation, GAP
sensitivity, (MEK, ERK) activation of the RAF-kinase pathway and
AKT activation of the PI3K-kinase pathway, GTP/GDP dissociation,
GEF activity of SOS1, intrinsic GTP hydrolysis, GAP-regulated hy-
drolysis, and RAF1-RBD binding a�nity. We number these as P0
through P9 (so, P2-P4 for the three kinase pathways). In [2, 7], these
parameters are reported for the WT, 2 oncogenic variants (G12V and
F28L) and 12 non-oncogenic but syndrome-causing variants (K5N,
V14I, Q22E, Q22R, P34L, P34R, T58I, G60R, Y71H, K147E, E153V,
F156L). We curate and normalize these parameters (not shown) to
allow the following correlation-based analysis.

All 15 variants characterized in [2, 7] are subjected to SoPriMp
and the method presented here. We extract descriptors related to
spatial and energetic distances of known states of H-Ras (these
states are related in Fig. 1) to the saddle point separating the On
and O� basins. Each state can be mapped to the global minimum of
the basin containing it, or alternatively, the location and energy of
the known wet-lab structure representing it; we relate results with
the la�er, as results are similar. For instance, the spatial distance
d(On, Saddle) is measured via Euclidean distance in PC1-PC2 space
between the canonical structure representing this basin (PDB id
1QRA) and the saddle point detected by the proposed landscape
analysis method. �e energetic distance dE(On, Saddle) measures
the height of the barrier (dE(Saddle) - E(On)). So, each landscape is
summarized with these 10 descriptors. Each descriptor across 15
variants is compared with each biochemical parameter reported for
these variants and Pearson correlations are measured.

Table 1 lists comparisons resulting in correlations ≥ 0.5. �ese
yield many insights. We highlight a few. Work in [2, 7] reveals that
intrinsic hydrolysis (named P7 by us) is higher in the variants over
the WT. Table 1 shows that this occurs due to elevated barriers of all
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(a) WT (bd 0.5) (b) WT (bd 0.7)

F28L (bd 0.7) Q61L (bd 0.7)

K5N (bd 0.7) Q22R (bd 0.7)

Figure 2: Top panel: landscape ofWTat two bandwidth values. Landscapes of selected oncogenic (middle panel) and syndrome-
causing (bottom panel) variants are also shown. �e color coding-scheme is based on Amber �14SB energy values estimated
for every grid point as described in Section 2. Symbols that annotate projections of select experimentally-known structures
are also shown.
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states (positive correlations), movement of the O� state away from
the saddle point (positive correlation), and movement of all other
states towards saddle point (negative correlations). �is suggests
that equilibrium di�usions from the various states within the On
basin to the O� basin directly relate to intrinsic hydrolysis; thus, this
activity is perturbed in pathogenic variants by changing landscape
features. GAP-catalyzed (as opposed to intrinsic) hydrolysis (P8) is
another activity impacted by mutations. Table 1 shows correlations
of 0.50 and 0.53 between P8 and O�-to-saddle and hydrolyzed
T-to-saddle barrier height variations, which suggests a speci�c
role of these states in GAP-catalyzed hydrolysis. A prior study
relating FoldX energies (FoldX is a protein design algorithm) of
speci�c structures to biochemical parameters in [2, 7] could only
obtain two correlations, 0.65 for intrinsic hydrolysis and 0.43 for
GAP-activated hydrolysis [9]. �e highest correlations we obtain
are −0.85 and 0.58, respectively. In addition, Table 1 shows that
spatial and energetic distances of states from the On-to-O� saddle
point correlate well with parameters measuring GTP activation (P0)
and ERK activation of the RAF-kinase pathway (P3). �ese results
show that the On and R-states are important for activation of this
pathway, and suggest that the increased barrier heights between
the GTP-activated states and the saddle point delay activation and
so increase the amount of unbound GTP in pathogenic variants.

Table 1: Measured landscape descriptors and biochemical
parameters (reported in [2, 7]) with correlations ≥ 0.5. T-*
indicates hydrolyzed T-state.

State d(State, Saddle) dE(State, Saddle)
On P7(-0.84), P3(0.53) –
O� P7(0.83) P7(0.58), P0(0.54), P8(0.50)
T- P7(-0.79) P0(0.62)
R- P7(-0.85), P3(0.51) P7(0.61), P0(0.51)
T*- P7(-0.82) P7(0.62), P0(0.54), P8(0.53)

4 CONCLUSION
�is paper evaluates a new line of research on mining energy land-
scapes of protein variants as a means of elucidating how mutations
associated with various disorders alter the landscape. �is is now
possible due to a method that obtains detailed sample-based rep-
resentations of energy landscapes of medium-size proteins with
experimentally-resolved structures and a novel method, described
here, that can reconstruct landscapes thus facilitating visualization,
as well as automatically extract basins and saddles from them.

Visual comparison of reconstructed landscapes of pathogenic
H-Ras variants validates prior dry- and wet-lab work and reveals
novel mechanisms via which mutations percolate to dysfunction.
�e quantitative analysis suggests that a simple correlation-based
investigation can reveal insights into which structures and inter-
conversions can be related to speci�c Ras activities. Many more
quantitative descriptors can be extracted from the list of basins and
saddles that the proposed method extracts from a reconstructed
landscape. �is opens the way for learning from computed land-
scapes and macroscopic observations made in the wet laboratory.
Altogether, the results suggest the approach of an exciting stage

where one can compute and then mine landscapes of protein vari-
ants to learn in-silico models of how mutations impact function,
as well as elucidate the role of speci�c structures and structural
rearrangements in key biological activities.
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